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English Language Time : 3 Hours



Date : 5 / 8 /2012



Humanities &Scientific Streams Make up Exam



Total Marks (150)



Comprehension: Question Number One: ( 40 points) Read the following passage below then answer the questions that follow:



Another great Palestinian intellectual was Hisham Sharabi (1927-2005), originally from Jaffa, and later an important professor at Georgetown University near Washington. Like Saeed and other Palestinians, he worked all his life to improve western understanding of Arab and Palestinian issues. He was editor of the Journal of Palestine Studies, and he wrote many books, including his famous Introduction to the Study of Arab Society (1975). He also became well known for his television appearances and his many opinion pieces in American newspapers. In addition, he founded several important institutions. In 1975, he and others set up the Center for Contemporary Arab Studies at Georgetown. This is the only American university institution that focuses just on the modern Arab world. Then, in 1979, he created the ArabAmerican Cultural Foundation, which builds American understanding of Arab and Islamic culture. He also set up the Jerusalem Fund, a foundation that provides scholarships for students from Palestine. Sharabi wrote about his ‘bitterness and anger’ when, in 1993, he returned to Jaffa, his home town, to make a documentary. ‘As I stood there, I could hear people speaking Russian, probably recent immigrants from the old Soviet Union. They were full citizens in my country, and I was there only on a limited Israeli tourist visa.’ However, he went on to say that the only way forward was a political compromise founded on justice and international law and UN Security Council Resolutions. For him, this compromise had to include the right of return. A: Answer the following questions: ( 12 points) 1. How did Sharabi communicate his ideas? 2. According to Sahrabi, what is the solution for the Palestinian cause? 3. How did Sharabi help Palestinian students? 4. What is the cause of Sharabi’s bitterness ? B: Decide whether each of the following statements is True or False:



1. Sharabi died at the age of 78. ( ) 2.Sharabi visited his home town as a full citizen.



(



(6 points)



)
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C: Complete the following:



( 6 points)



D: What do the underlined pronouns refer to?



( 6 points)



1. The Arab – American Culture Foundation was created by 2. Sharabi returned to Jaffa because he wanted to



.



1. There line ( 17 ) 2. Which line ( 11 ) E: 1. Give words from the text that have almost the same meaning as:



1. make better : 3. fairness :



( 6 points)



2: concentrates : 4: besides :



2. Find words in the text that have the opposite meaning to each of the following:



1. ancient :



(4 points)



2. happiness:



Vocabulary: ( 35 points) Question Number Two: (15 points) A: Choose three suitable words from the box to complete the following sentences:



renewable,



wasteful,



homesick,



( 6 points)



outdoor



1. People enjoy doing various 2. The contract is valid for two years, but it is 3. The Council is worried that people are too throw things out.



activities. . in the way they



B:Choose two suitable words from the box and write them next to their definitions below: (4points)



equality, 1. 2.



appropriate, overdraft : flexible amount of money that you borrow from a bank. : the state of having the same rights and opportunities as everyone else.



C: Match words in the box to the words below to make word pairs:



( 3 points)



support, top, application 1. job 3.



2.



priorities.



group.



D: Match words in the box with their synonyms below:



call



aims



necessary



a. essential : b. phone: E: Match words in the box with their opposites below:



supply, 1.



include, : exclude



( 1 point)



( 1 point)



lowered 2. raised: Cont./3
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Question Number Three: (20 points) A: Circle the letter of the correct answer: (6 points) 1. I hope students don’t spelling mistakes in their writing. a. do b. make c. had d. take 2. The Dead Sea has a of fifteen kilometers. a. width b. wide c. wider d. widen 3. My family is big, so I have to buy five of sugar. a. cartons b. bottles c. packets d. cans 4. Jenin is in of Palestine. a. north b. the northern c. northern d. the north B: Complete each of the following with a suitable word from the same word family: (8points) 1. We’re for the President’s visit next month. are going on all over the town. ( prepare) 2. I read your in the weekly magazine, but we didn’t guess who the was. ( advertise) 3. If you are a college and you want to in America, you need a special visa. ( study) 4. The scientists have a huge ancient city deep in the South American forest. This is a very important . ( discover) C: Complete each of the following sentences with the correct phrasal verb from the box:(6points)



give in , bring along, gets down, find out 1. We’ll need the completed forms and your passport, please the passport photos with you, too. 2. I can’t argue with you anymore. I’m going to 3. It really 4. Can you



me



and do what you say. when I have to waste time looking for things.



what time the concert starts?



Language: ( 35 points) Question Number Four : A: Circle the letter of the correct answer: 1. While I a. working 2. Nader a .have fallen 3.Rania a. will send 4. He says he a. played 5. If I were a doctor, I a. will help



in the garden, I hurt my back. b. worked c. was working off his horse two times this week. b. fall c. falls you an email tomorrow. b. send c. sent golf every morning these days . b. have played c. plays the sick . b. would help c. would have helped



( 10 points) d. have worked d. has fallen d. has sent d. was playing d. helped Cont./4
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2012 ( 5 points)



2. Your friend wasn’t rewarded as he didn’t do well in the final exam. C: Complete each of the following spaces with a suitable preposition from the box below: Note ( There are more prepositions than needed) ( 6 points)



to, on, with, about 1. He is always talking how clever his children are. 2. Can we agree a price for this dress? 3. What would you like to begin ? D: Complete the following sentences with (a, an, the or (zero article)) : 1. Ali is cleverest student in our class. 2. Windows are made of glass. 3. This is not acceptable answer.



( 6 points)



E:1.Complete the following sentences with the suitable verb from those in brackets: ( 8 points) 1. I’d like how to fly an aeroplane. ( to learn \ learning ) 2. I can remember voices in the middle of the night. (to hear \ hearing) 2. Rewrite each sentence with its verb in the passive: 1. They are repairing the bridge. 2. The man standing over there owns those three shops.



Literature: ( 20 points) Question Number Five: A. Circle the correct answer: 1. The prisoner decided to go out of the lodge . a. 15 hours before the time fixed. b. 5 minutes before the time fixed. c. 5 hours before the time fixed. d. 15 days before the time fixed. 2.At the end of the play, Regan . a. killed herself b. was poisoned by her sister c. was killed in the battle d. was captured and taken to prison B : Decide whether each of the following is True or False: 1. You should start from the beginning when you lose. ( ) 2. Our duty in life is to dream . ( )



( 3 points)



( 4 points)
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C : Complete: ( 1 point ) The treaties in the poem “War is never over” are D: Quotation: ( 2 points) “ How I wish I could hold him in my arms again, though I will never be able to see him now!” a. Who is the speaker? . b. What does the pronoun “him” refer to E: Answer the following questions: (10 points) 1. What was written in the letter Goneril sent to her sister Regan? (King Lear)



2. Why did the prisoner despise all the blessings of the world? ( The Bet) 3. What was Kent’s opinion of King Lear’s behaviour towards his daughter Cordelia? (King Lear) 4. What shouldn’t you do when you are lied about? ( If)



5. What should we do if the wrong is deep and hard to change?( War is never over)



Composition: ( 20 points)



أكتب في أحد الموضوعين التاليين



Write at least 100 words on one of the following : 1. Write a short essay of three paragraphs about “organizing your time leads to success” Follow the following pattern and make use of the given ideas. Paragraph one: Setting your goals. Paragraph two: Writing about weekly and daily “to do” list. Paragraph three: Stop putting things off. 2. You are Ibrahim. You live in Gaza, Al-Wehda Street, Burj Al-Thafer 3, you want to apply for the post of a certified accountant in Al-Haya Newspaper advertised on the 4th January 2012. Write a job application letter to Mr. Hashem, Manager of An International Leading Company, at PO Box 344 Tulkarm, Al –Quds Street. (Talk about your experience, language, qualifications and other skills) .



Good Luck
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